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Section 1: Executive Summary

Scope of study

- This report reviews what can be learnt from China’s recent experiences with Covid-19 and school closures that can inform other countries’ education technology-enabled responses.
- It is informed by a recent EdTech Hub review’s conclusion that ‘China’s experience [during Covid-19] will be particularly valuable.’ The review addresses two areas that the review identified for further exploration: first, ‘the government’s strategy for subsequently filling gaps in content, equity of provision or improving quality.’ Second, ‘whether these refinements have been managed at a national or local level’.
- It is also informed by the other EdTech hub reviews, in particular the review on remote teaching that included a focus on China.
- The report’s remit included Hong Kong and Taiwan. It also gathered information from as many as possible of China’s 28 provinces.
- The scope of this review is limited to school-age learners.
- Evidence regarding policies on school re-opening, and the role of schools and teachers in controlling further outbreaks is being covered in a separate EdTech hub review.
- The research for this was entirely desk-based: the rapid nature of the report meant that interviews were not feasible.

Evidence issues

- A comprehensive search of academic evidence – in both English and Chinese –, has revealed almost no relevant peer-reviewed articles. Whilst this is understandable for Covid-19, given the short timescale and the ongoing nature of the situation, the dearth of literature on educational responses to SARs/H1N1 means it is impossible to analyse how China’s current response has been informed by evidence from previous responses to disease outbreaks.
- Our evidence sources therefore largely consist of government documents, guidance, blogs and news articles. Overall, this data is more descriptive than analytical, lacks evaluative evidence, includes very little critique of policies or practices. It is almost impossible to find sources for many of the assertions made in blogs and articles.
- The review has used official provincial, administrative region and municipal websites to identify local and provincial responses to the pandemic. The information available about regional responses varied, and it has not been possible to identify within this review whether the recommended guidance was enacted or not. Providing examples of guidance within one province does also not necessarily indicate it was absent in another, as it may be due to limited information available online.

2 Ibid. p. 9
Summary of findings

China’s response to Covid-19 built on the distinctive foundations of its existing education political economy, in particular: high levels of pupil performance with low achievement gaps (as measured by PISA); highly centralised school system decision-making, governance and development processes (although this may be gradually evolving); a political culture that is generally less encouraging of debate about education practices; and a professional culture in which teachers are open to change and finding new ways to solve problems.

China appears to have a high level of ‘education technology maturity’ in terms of coverage, investment, usage and attitudes. It has made significant progress in improving access, major Chinese technology companies are rapidly increasing their focus on education, and China is the world’s largest investor in machine-based personalised learning. The prioritisation of education technology already appears to have impacted on school policies, professional skills and attitudes. According to 2018 PISA data, over 90% of Chinese students are enrolled in schools that have an effective online learning support platform, significantly higher than the OECD average. In the four major Chinese cities, over 90% of school principals agreed or strongly agreed that teachers have the necessary time, technical and pedagogical skills to integrate digital devices into their instruction. However, despite this positive enabling environment, national restrictions prevent the availability of much of the content that many other teachers around the world use to support teaching and learning.

From its work with EdTech hub, K4D, governments around the world and its own large-scale programmes in Sub-Saharan Africa, Education Development Trust has created a draft diagnostic framework that includes key components of effective Covid-19 policy response. Although this framework remains subject to change as new evidence emerges, this review has adapted six key components of the framework to categorise China’s responses.

1. Clear role accountabilities across different levels of the system
   - Whilst China’s centralised system was able to take swift action, provincial-level education authorities used their knowledge to tailor policy and guidance to local needs.
   - National guidance, reinforced by local messaging, encouraged a holistic, balanced home learning environment, prioritising family wellbeing over ‘home-schooling’.

2. Evidence-based policy decisions and communications
   - The Chinese Ministry of Education responded rapidly and communicated messages clearly through its “Disrupted Classes, Undisrupted Learning” initiative.
   - The government’s most fundamental evidence-informed decision was to guide against excessive ‘screen time’, both to support pupil wellbeing and to prevent network congestion.

3. Rapid evolution of coalitions and partnerships
   - National and provincial governments initiated a number of rapid multi-sector partnerships to support significant growth in online access, learning and teaching opportunities.
4. Technology-enabled learning and teaching

- China’s overall approach was significantly informed by the concept of ‘teacher presence’, synthesising appropriate blends of synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities.
- Provinces, municipalities, and schools adopted different technological solutions based on local need and capacity.
- Digital resources that provided rapid feedback and assessment mechanisms were core to many of the online learning approaches.
- There was limited evidence of province-level professional development programmes that helped teachers to improve their online teaching pedagogies.

5. Explicit focus on the most vulnerable, including psycho-social needs

- China’s overall approach and province-level activity during closure has been designed to promote equal, universal access to online learning, rather than target disadvantaged pupils.
- Psychosocial support is often built into universal curriculum-based teaching and learning, as well as being addressed specifically, but targeted support for vulnerable pupils or groups does not appear to have been prioritised during school closure.

6. Adaptive, evidence-informed leadership to continually improve quality and reach

- There is no current evidence on how China systematically tracked the impact of its approach during school closure, and what adaptations – if any – were made during this time period.
- The recent release of a large-scale national online survey and official responses to this survey show a willingness to reflect on and adapt approaches in preparation for future school closures. As an official statement suggested:

“This large-scale online education practice has exposed outstanding problems such as insufficient network capabilities, insufficient high-quality digital education resources, insufficient teacher capacity in use of information technology, and insufficient online teacher-student interaction and emotional communication. These problems will need to be solved for future work.”

Preparing for and enacting the transition back to school

Transition from online learning to classrooms has followed national health and safety guidelines, with the specifics of implementation determined at or below provincial level, with planning for transition occurring in some provinces from the moment that school closures started. China is still early in its transition from remote learning to classrooms and will continue to be a source of interest and learning based on how these transitions are carried out in practice.
Section 2: Key themes

Background

The closure of schools in China began in Wuhan Province on 23 January. On 21 February, all schools across China closed. By 16 March, some less affected cities began to open, and by early May schools in nearly all provinces started to open, including in Wuhan itself. Across the country, priority for re-opening was given to high school students in their final years.³

China's school system

China’s response to Covid-19 built on the distinctive foundations of its existing education political economy – its performance, policies, practices, culture and school workforce.

Whilst this review cannot summarise all aspects of China’s school system or debates around effectiveness, below are a few key features that might inform how policymakers can learn lessons from China’s experience with Covid-19, and avoid the ‘isomorphic mimicry’ of simplistic and often unsuccessful policy transfer.⁴

• China’s school system is one of the largest in the world. In 2018, over 276 million students were supported by nearly 17 million full-time teachers in over 518,000 schools.⁵

• The performance of its pupils, as measured by 2018 PISA test results in reading, mathematics and science, in its four most populous provinces (180 million students in Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang,) is by some distance the best in the world. The 10% most disadvantaged pupils largely outperform the average results across the other 78 OECD countries, and overall levels of achievement gaps are low.

• China’s school system decision-making, governance and development processes are highly centralised, and its political culture is generally less encouraging of debate and disagreement about education policies and practices than in most other OECD countries. However, the latest TALIS survey shows that teachers in China were second only to Vietnam in believing that most teachers are open to change and to finding new ways to solve problems, revealing an appetite and agency for teacher-led innovation.⁶

• The Chinese government’s 2016-20 five year plan aimed for changes in governance and decision-making so that the education system could ‘operate on the principle of separation
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⁴ The term ‘isomorphic mimicry’ was created by Lant Pritchett to describe how so-called weaker states often build policies, processes and institutions that copy those in stronger states, but without their core underlying functionalities. Pritchett, L. (2013) ‘The Rebirth of Education: Schooling Ain’t Learning’ Brookings Institution Press


between the management, running, and assessment of schools, expand the decision-making powers of schools, improve inspection of and oversight over education, and strengthen social oversight over education. Whilst the review did not find the details of how this shift has been implemented, this overall direction of travel may have influenced the shape of provincial variations in China’s educational response to Covid-19.

China appears to have a high level of ‘education technology maturity’ in terms of coverage, investment, usage and attitudes.

China has for several decades made significant progress in closing the infrastructure and access elements of its digital divide. The 2018-20 Implementation Plan for Promoting Online Poverty Alleviation was close to achieving its target of 98% broadband coverage in the poorest villages by 2020. This ran alongside strategies to promote distance learning.

China has also been making significant investments in education technology, often through an expansion of existing technology firms, such as Tencent Holdings and NetDragon. As the world’s largest investor in ‘machine-based personalized learning’—support for individual and adaptive learning that facilitates, responds to and channels learners’ own interests… China has uniquely positioned itself to address this challenge in relation to its own education system and those of other countries. The country has also witnessed large-scale growth in online English resources and instruction, and online tutoring, receptive to a growing middle class and the increase in private schools.

The prioritisation of education technology already appears to have impacted on school policies, professional skills and attitudes. According to 2018 PISA data, over 90% of Chinese students are enrolled in schools that have an effective online learning support platform, significantly higher than the OECD average. In the four largest Chinese cities, over 90% of school principals (with a minimal gap between advantaged and disadvantaged schools) agreed or strongly agreed that teachers have the necessary time, technical and pedagogical skills to integrate digital devices into their instruction. Macau and Hong Kong also had higher rates than the OECD average of 65% on this indicator, and the results were similar for whether teachers have sufficient time for lesson-planning using digital devices.
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In the four largest provinces of China, over 90% of children from less advantaged schools had access to a quiet place to study, and just below 90% had access to a computer for schoolwork.\textsuperscript{14} Students in Macau and Hong Kong were slightly below the OECD average of 60%.

However, despite this positive enabling environment, national restrictions prevent the availability of much of the content that many other teachers around the world use to support teaching and learning. This may partly explain the relatively low utilisation of online platforms to share and download teacher-generated content, in comparison, for instance, to teachers in England the US.\textsuperscript{15}

As part of a broader mission to modernise its education system, China’s national plan for 2016-20 had prioritised the following educational technology-related objectives:\textsuperscript{16}

- Move faster in implementing the project to ensure that broadband internet is accessible to each school, quality digital educational resources are accessible to each classroom, and an online learning space is accessible to each student, and to put in place platforms for educational resources and management;
- Continue support for IT infrastructure construction in rural primary and secondary schools;
- Establish a national quality learning resource platform through government service procurement;
- Develop modern remote and online learning with a focus on vocational education and applied higher education.

The following themes have been categorised into six components, adapted from Ed Dev Trust’s draft diagnostic framework to support educational responses to Covid-19.

1. Clear role accountabilities across different levels of the system, including for parents and families

Whilst this review can affirm the recent EdTech hub review’s assertion that ‘centralised systems [such as China’s] are better able to take swift action’, a deeper analysis of regional and school responses reveals a significant amount of interpretation of national guidance, as well as locally-led innovation and partnerships.

Throughout this review, examples from different provinces, administrative regions, municipalities and more localised responses will be offered to demonstrate how centralised policies have been adapted at local levels. Although there is little evidence that can help determine which responses have been the most effective, the examples provided offer insights into a level of local agency over educational responses to Covid-19.

\textsuperscript{14} ibid
\textsuperscript{15} Zhang, W. et al (2020)
\textsuperscript{16} Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (2015)
The Chinese Ministry of Education has encouraged provincial level education authorities to use their knowledge to tailor policy to local needs.

The national government has created policies and guidance on home-based learning during school closures, with the responsibility for implementation and design resting at local levels. Each province, municipality, and in many cases, local districts are responsible for developing rollout plans and making decisions about school closures and schools reopening. In Zhejiang, for example, weak schools have been encouraged to connect with stronger schools to support online learning during school closures. The province made it clear that teachers had the freedom to use a variety of resources and teaching approaches. Information is not yet available on usage or impact. The specifics of Zhejiang’s response were not identified in guidelines from other provinces or municipalities.

Official guidance relating to Covid-19 appears to be built on a clear existing understanding of roles, rather than did offering specific clarity on closure-related roles and responsibilities.

One gap in the literature and official documentation/guidelines relates to roles and responsibilities of different actors in the education sector at provincial and localised levels. For example, it is unclear which responsibilities or decisions sit with local education officials, headteachers, teachers or parents. One explanation for this lack of information might be that China has a structured system with a clear chain of command and embedded responsibilities. Another explanation, however, may be that due the speed in which decisions had to be made, there was simply not enough time to provide guidance on roles and responsibilities in the Covid-19 response. It is not possible within the scope of this review to determine the reason behind this lack of information on roles and responsibilities, but it may be explained by the pre-existing clarity of these roles and the expectation that the existing delineation of responsibilities would continue as normal.

National guidance, reinforced by local messaging, encouraged a holistic, balanced home learning environment, prioritising family wellbeing over ‘home-schooling.

The official guidance on home learning included guidance on Covid-related health and more general wellbeing, as well as on principles of active learning and how to encourage a balance between formal learning and other activities. This was built around the ‘SCIENCE’ model: ‘Scheduling learning and playing in balance, Choosing learning resources on demand, Inspiring the study from playing, Engaging in learning by self-monitoring, Nourishing learning ability with e-assessment, Carrying out
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reflection on learning methods, and exercise daily and moderately. It included detailed advice around online learning. However, no data is available on usage. Overall, given the detail and level of sophistication of the guidance, it is likely that more educated parents would have benefited most from this guidance. Simpler local or school-created guidance may also have been available, but was not found in this review’s search.

Additional resources have been uploaded to e-resource sites in Hong Kong to support teachers in facilitating student home learning. Hong Kong Education City, launched in 2000, is a website owned by the Hong Kong Autonomous Region Government. The website has resources for parents, students and teachers that are free to use, with many of the resources recently adapted for the pandemic. Resources include home learning calendars for different grades that include self-learning exercises, webinars for teachers on how to continue to teach and support students through remote learning, and a series of learning and support resources for parents. Although information about changes in use are not available at this time, HKEdCity has been in operation for a long time and is a well-known, trusted local brand for home-based learning. It is likely, although not certain, that the prior existence of such support increases its effectiveness during school closures.

Some provinces and municipalities have also encouraged participation in household chores as part of their daily learning schedule. In Tianjin municipality, a series of homework guides were issued to households with a list of activities for children of different age groups to engage with. Younger primary school children were given 15 items of work to do at home, including tying their shoelaces, folding clothes, taking the initiative to organise personal items, and cleaning the table and floor after meals.

2. Evidence-based policy decisions and communications

The Chinese Ministry of Education responded rapidly and communicated messages clearly through its “Disrupted Classes, Undisrupted Learning” initiative, which offered flexible online learning to over 270 million students.

This initiative harnessed both international evidence on remote teaching and knowledge of China’s context to provide an evidence-based approach. The recent Ed Tech Hub review summarised ‘Disrupted Classes, Undisrupted Learning’ as follows:

In its early response to school closures, the Chinese Ministry of Education focused on establishing the delivery of remote learning via online mechanisms. Its approach to implementation was based on three integrated priorities: i) ensuring the right teaching and
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learning content was available; ii) ensuring that this content could be accessed by users for free; and iii) ensuring that appropriate delivery infrastructure and bandwidth was in place to guarantee large numbers of students could access this content. The Chinese government worked cross-governmentally and with internet providers and support companies to ensure that the selected online education platforms had their systems upgraded to handle the increased traffic.22

The Chinese authorities sought to refine this basic delivery model over time. Further strategic interventions have been identified based on a multifaceted approach intended to ensure successful online teaching through the provision of seven inter-related elements. Widely recognised as key enablers in remote online schooling, these include: i) a reliable ICT-based communications infrastructure; ii) coordinated access to suitable digital learning resources; iii) user-friendly digital learning tools; iv) pedagogic and instructional design based on effective learning methods; v) coordination of online delivery by instructional organisations; vi) provision of effective support services for teachers and learners; and vii) close cooperation between governments, enterprises and schools.23

Building on an existing National Public Service Platform for Educational Resources, the government launched a National Network Cloud Platform for Primary and Secondary School, including some resources and modules designed for the crisis, including epidemic prevention education and mental health education.24

Although it has been argued that the national response ‘did not follow a normal policymaking process’, it is unclear how policymaking processes, as well as implementation processes, differed from the norm.25 Following a rapid two-week decision-making, planning and partnership-building period, clear communication was achieved partly through large scale tele-conferences involving national and provincial officials and school principals.26

The government’s most fundamental evidence-informed decision, taken at national level but reinforced and adapted locally, was to guide against excessive ‘screen time’, both to support pupil physical and emotional wellbeing, and to prevent network congestion.

This decision was evident in two policies. First, based on evidence around child development and online access, television broadcast resources were prioritised for primary level pupils, and cloud-based internet solutions for those at secondary level.27 Second, official guidelines limited screen-
based teaching and the length of lessons. Whilst there is no evidence as yet on whether these guidelines were followed by schools or families, these key national messages were reinforced in documents at the provincial level. Indeed, many provinces, such as Shanghai, included specific guidance:

*The online teaching of primary school students is 20 minutes, which is 15 minutes shorter than traditional classroom teaching. On average, 5-6 classes are scheduled every day, so that each student needs to watch for no more than 2 hours a day. The interval between the two classes is at least 20 minutes. Eye exercises and gymnastic exercises will be arranged for students to strengthen their physical training, protect their eyesight and strengthen their body.*

The Shanghai Educational Committee’s regulations also specified that live online teaching for children aged under six was forbidden.

Shenzhen’s guidelines suggested longer amounts of time for each online lesson, with a maximum of 40-minute lessons for high school students, and a maximum of two hours of ‘homework’.

Generally, across districts, content became more prescriptive with age, partly informed by the demands of national examinations. Whereas other provinces opted for a mixture of online and TV-based learning, Sichuan opted for an entirely TV-based approach. The provincial government stated that this was to protect the health and safety of students by ensuring they were not spending prolonged periods of time on devices such as phones, laptops and tablets. Hubei province made it clear that expectations on students were to be lowered during school closures, stating education administrations should "appropriately reduce content" and "slow down progress".

### 3. Rapid evolution of coalitions and partnerships

National and provincial governments initiated a number of rapid, innovative, and seemingly robust partnerships involving the private sector, schools and NGOs to support significant growth in online access, learning and teaching opportunities.

Cooperation between government, enterprises, and schools was one of six key priorities in the MoE strategy, enabled by substantial institutional capacity and fast-moving bureaucratic powers. Whilst
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the evidence base behind the decision-making on commissioning and procurement of technological equipment/internet services is not clear, the speed of these partnerships ensured that broadband and data coverage and resources grew in response to need.

State ownership or part-ownership of industries enabled thousands of resources that had previously had an associated cost to become freely available. This included all online education connectivity. The People’s Education Press made all of its digital resources available for free within days of school closure. The Open University of China followed suit with online courses and resources. Although aimed at higher education students, teachers and school-age students were also encouraged to use these resources. This activity resulted in 22 Ministry-coordinated online learning platforms, offering 24,000 free online courses designed for undergraduates and vocational colleges, but used by schools.

Provinces also played a role in securing partnerships. Fuzhou and Hubei Provinces selected Net Dragon’s One Stop Learning as their official learning platform. The platform, which includes resources for learners, teachers and parents, and opportunities for online interaction, was also used in Fujian, Guangdong, Hunan and Shandong. Hunan Province’s “teaching assistant flow package” provided mobile phone packages for every student from a disadvantaged family, as well as every teacher. Technical support was provided through a rapidly-levered partnership between the provincial government and China telecom, China Mobile Communications Group and China United Network Communications. This review did not find evidence of partnerships with entities outside of the technology sector. This may be because the key focus of the Chinese national and regional authorities appears to have been on ensuring access to online learning for as many students as possible, with other partnerships (if any) receiving less publicity.

Beyond its boundaries, a new ‘South to South’ collaboration between the UNESCO Institute for Information Technology in Education, UNESCO International Research and Training Center for Rural Education (INRULED) and the Smart Learning Institute of Beijing Normal University has published handbooks for flexible learning and guidance on active learning. The impact and sustainability of this partnership is as yet unclear.

4. Technology-enabled learning and teaching
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China's overall approach was significantly informed by the concept of ‘teacher presence’, synthesising appropriate blends of synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities.

The project team behind ‘Disrupted Classes, Undisrupted Learning’ categorised four possible pedagogical techniques (see below). Whilst avoiding prescription, the team identified advantages and disadvantages in particular contexts, and above all encouraged a blend of approaches (see Annex 1). The techniques are:

- Live-streaming teaching (lecture format)
- Online real-time interactive teaching
- Online self-regulated learning with real-time interactive Q&A
- Online cooperative learning guided by teachers.

The team identified three priorities for remote learning that encouraged pupil engagement by ensuring that all activities had some aspect of ‘teacher presence’:

- Building a sense of belonging to a community
- Providing timely feedback to learners
- Encouraging learners to relax and not be preoccupied with competitive achievement.

Most of the case studies of Chinese technology-enabled learning practices demonstrate this blended approach – for instance, between the use of Dingtalk for live lectures and the use of Zoom for group interaction, and other software for one-to-one follow-up that requires ‘emotional perception’. Dingtalk was used by over five million students in seventeen provinces. However, a survey of 62,446 primary and secondary school students revealed that less than 30% of teachers were broadcasting lessons live to students. The same study also revealed that approximately 50% of parents stayed with their children whilst they studied online at home. Teachers in some provinces have also been offered training in the use of online teaching platforms and tools. For example, in Xiangtan City, Hunan Province, three courses on teaching practices online were developed. Teachers were reportedly positive about the training, with 17,000 teachers participating.

**Provinces, municipalities and schools have adopted different technological solutions based on local need.**

Lanzhou City in Gansu Province adopted an approach that blends technology with other types of home learning. They have not put in place requirements for children to participate in online learning, but have stated that “Each school can take initiatives to arrange students to study at home (review, 38 Huang et al (2020)
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preview, read, and interest development etc.) according to the student body and mind characteristic...". In the Municipality of Beijing, a province-wide Q&A platform was launched for pupils from Grade 3 upwards, involving over 13,000 registered instructors.

Hong Kong also opted for a blended approach, and provided resources that can be used for both online and offline learning. Their official guidelines state:

"Real-time online teaching is merely one of the e-learning strategies. There are other ways of e-learning. Teachers may provide students with learning materials, exercises and texts for extracurricular reading, collect assignments and offer feedback by using the learning management systems that they are familiar with, as well as emails and the school website."

At the school level, there are examples of teachers using more innovative, enquiry-based or project-based learning opportunities. In a primary school in Hexi District, the school principal delivered an online lesson about the current heroes, and how learning can take place outside the classroom. The lesson started with the statement: "Dear children, society is the best classroom. What is happening right now is a vivid and profound textbook."

Some private schools, including international schools such as Guangzhou International Middle School, have used the opportunity of high levels of at-home technology usage and parental support to innovate. However, one challenge to this approach in particular has been that '[many] learners lack crucial learning competencies, such as adaptation, independent study, self-regulation and motivation, which are key factors for successful online learning'.

Digital resources that provided rapid feedback and assessment mechanisms, through teachers, specially trained assessors or AI, were core to many online learning approaches.

Chinese teachers were encouraged to use a variety of assessment techniques, from simply emailing photographs of handwritten exercises, to online adaptive assessment, based on ‘fitness for purpose’ criteria. E-portfolios were also encouraged by the MoE, although take-up is not yet known.
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The approach to providing feedback to and communicating with students throughout the process of online learning differed between provinces. It is unknown whether all provinces and municipalities encouraged or provided guidance to schools and teachers on how teachers and students were to interact during school closures, but a few examples have been identified.

Hubei’s provincial education department encouraged the use of an “Everyone Connect” platform for teachers to interact with students. In addition to teachers delivering feedback to students about their work, teachers were also encouraged to help students understand how to interact with learning materials from home. In areas with low levels of technology availability, teachers were encouraged to telephone students or find alternate ways to engage wherever possible. In the Municipality of Beijing, some formal examinations and assessments continued, with through parents and teachers serving as online invigilators to students. In Shanghai, lessons were broadcast on television and online. 1000 teachers produced classes for broadcast on TV and internet platforms, enabling the most effective teachers to offer instructional teaching to many more pupils through online access. Approximately 1,000 classes were recorded, with each taking six-to-eight hours to create. After watching classes online, students who owned iPads or similar devices would use these to answer questions from teachers.

Whilst the rapid pace of developments around school closures rendered innovation around assessment very difficult, existing initiatives were expanded on. For example, Squirrel AI, an existing AI-based learning platform, rapidly rolled out online training and support for schools across four provinces and 160 public schools in five subjects. Usage was expected to increase from 200,000 to over 500,000.

Beyond the creation of national resources and some software-related support from technology companies, there was limited evidence of province-level professional development programmes that helped teachers to improve their online teaching pedagogies.

At national level, the Department of Teacher Education collaborated with key teacher training institutions to provide a resource pack to support online teaching strategies and technology applications. The Teachers’ Online Teaching Ability Enhancement Training Resource Packs involved a number of national and regional universities and teacher training providers, museums and businesses. This is another example of a rapid partnership between a diverse range of organisations.

The handbook on flexible learning mentioned Handan Education Bureau’s support for teachers to improve online teaching skills, and Wuhan City’s Board of Education commissioned researchers to work with teachers to turn standard lessons into shorter online lessons, using a variety of online teaching skills. However, the review found no other examples of local approaches to teacher
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training and development during the closure period. This may be due to a lack of publicly available information on teacher training. One national challenge has been identified that ‘many teachers simply use direct instructions without considering important features of online learning, such as interactivity, social presence, and cognitive presence, resulting in unmotivating learning experiences.’\textsuperscript{58} It may be that provinces and teacher training institutions, in reconfiguring their offers in response to Covid-19 and preparedness for future pandemics, take distinctive approaches to meeting this challenge.

5. Explicit focus on the most vulnerable - including the learning and psycho-social needs of disadvantaged students

China's overall approach during closure has been designed to promote equal, universal access to online learning, rather than target disadvantaged pupils.

China’s approach has largely focussed on increasing access to remote learning, seeking to reach as many students as possible through televised and online lessons. There is limited information available on how children in households with no or limited technology have been reached during school closures. A key initial priority at both national and provincial level has been to work with major telecom providers to improve coverage of internet services. This was largely targeted towards rural areas, in addition to areas with low bandwidth. Internet service providers and other platforms have been required to expand provision wherever possible at no cost to the regions with the most vulnerable populations.\textsuperscript{59} Despite some claims that online learning has reduced inequalities (for instance, by enabling all students to be taught by the best teachers through TV broadcasts), there is no evidence as yet to support this.\textsuperscript{60}

At the provincial level, action to try to alleviate the impact on the most vulnerable has also largely focused on access issues.

As noted above, the majority of responses have focussed on improving access to online learning for all. Sichuan province issued guidance that banned schools from charging students for online education resources.\textsuperscript{61} In Guangdong province, over 9,000 students were provided with tablets, and local internet service providers have been actively encouraged to work with local villages to supply internet where it is currently unavailable.\textsuperscript{62} However, newspapers continued to report on network and infrastructure difficulties in rural areas.\textsuperscript{63} In mountainous areas in Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou and

\begin{footnotesize}
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Hubei provinces, network coverage continued to be problematic. One newspaper reported how pupils in Gansu Province were 'riding a camel to find a signal'.

In addition to promoting access, some provinces have also focussed on supporting the learning of specific groups of vulnerable students. For example, as part of the transition back to school, many provinces, including Sichuan and Hainan, supported schools to assist disadvantaged students and others who appeared to have fallen behind peers through individualised plans. It is unclear whether these plans included an education technology element, although many of these students will have fallen behind through poor at-home technology options. The deputy director general of Changsha education bureau, Hunan Province, indicated in an interview that his focus was on pupils with special educational needs, including 'left-behind children and children of migrant workers, as well as students whose origin is not in Changsha'. Remedial solutions would include more recorded content for students to watch on demand, and more personalised communication and counselling. There is no evidence to date on whether these policies were enacted, and whether they had positive outcomes.

It was claimed that 'the government, in collaboration with special education specialists, adapted several learning materials to the needs of learners with disabilities […] to cater their specific learning needs during the COVID-19 situation. Additionally, instructors further provided appropriate online support for learners with special needs, such as one-on-one tutoring and real-time communication with parents, in order to provide an inclusive online learning experience for them'. However, this review could find no further information about implementation, usage or impact.

One article reports that across China, services supporting children with special needs were scaled back.

Psycho-social support has been built into universal curriculum-based teaching and learning in some provinces and municipalities, as well as being addressed specifically, but targeted support for vulnerable pupils or groups does not appear to have been prioritised during school closure.

A key aim of the ‘suspending classes without stopping learning’ strategy was to support a broader sense of learning, including wellbeing and personal growth. On a national level, schools have been encouraged to provide counselling services for students. A national 24-hour hotline was also set up.

---
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to support students with their mental health and wellbeing during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{70} In late January, the Ministry of Education also released a notice mandating all education authorities to create expert teams to provide mental health support to individuals affected by Covid-19.\textsuperscript{71}

In districts, provinces and special administrative regions, different approaches have been adopted to integrate psychosocial support into the curriculum. In Chaoyang district in the Municipality of Beijing, anecdotal sources have reported that the only mandatory online learning for elementary school students relates to mental health, with additional encouragement for at-home physical education.\textsuperscript{72} Other provinces have opted for more integrated approaches. In the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Education City Website has many curriculum resources available to teachers, students and parents, covering both psychosocial support and academic learning. Guangdong province released official guidelines for working with students during the pandemic, attributing “great importance to the impact of the epidemic on students’ mental health”.\textsuperscript{73}

This suggests that some localised approaches have placed a greater emphasis on the mental and physical health and wellbeing of students during the pandemic than on academic outcomes, particularly for children of primary school age.

6. Adaptive, evidence-informed leadership to continually improve quality and reach

There is no current evidence on how China, at national and provincial level, systematically tracked the quality and reach of its approach during school closure, and what adaptations – if any – were made during this time period.

Although a number of sources state that a national monitoring and evaluation team has been put in place to understand how effective online learning methods will be to inform policy in future, further information on this is not yet available.

Some provinces and municipalities highlighted the importance of receiving feedback from teachers, parents and students in responding to the pandemic, and also put in place stronger measures for the delivery of online learning in future. Lu Jing, the Director of the Shanghai Municipality Education Commission, said as this was ‘a first’ for the city, feedback would be collected from teachers, parents and students to gradually improve how remote learning takes place.\textsuperscript{74} This learning would also be applied to future crises where schools may need to be closed. However, whether or not this was achieved, and how, is as yet unknown.

\textsuperscript{70} GEM Report (2020)
\textsuperscript{74} Shanghai Municipal People’s Government (2020)
The recent release of a large-scale national online survey, and official responses to this survey, show a willingness to reflect on and adapt approaches in preparation for future school closures.

Early in May, The China National Institute of Education Sciences released the preliminary results of a survey of 180,000 teachers and 1.8 million parents. Newspaper articles on the results revealed gaps:

- Between levels of teacher support for at-home online learning during school closures (80%) and levels of teacher satisfaction with what they had provided (37.5%)
- Between the technology skills of younger and older teachers
- Between the opportunities provided in urban and rural schools, especially low-performing rural schools, where teachers used fewer resources and were less interactive in lessons, and where parents were less satisfied with the education provided during closures.
- Between teachers’ skills in private and public schools.

Teachers surveyed wanted support in the following areas:

- Training on skills and technologies that promote interactions (70.2%)
- Technical support to allow teachers to spend more time on teaching versus navigating the technology itself (60.9%)
- Ensuring availability of relevant teaching and learning content (57.5%)
- Systematic training on how to conduct online education (53.4%).

Whilst raw data is not yet available, the gap between the demand for training to improve interactions and training for online education seems significant and may inform adaptations both to training and to suggested online approaches, including for online learning when schools are open.

Both teachers and parents expressed a strong overall preference for asynchronous teaching, such as "pre-recorded video recording and broadcasting". Again, this may inform future government strategies for remote teaching.

Recent announcements from the Ministry of Education have demonstrated a willingness to communicate openly about the limitations in its approach, and to address these limitations in future adaptations. Lu Yugang, Department of Basic Education of the Ministry of Education, in an official statement, said:

“This large-scale online education practice has exposed outstanding problems such as insufficient network capabilities, insufficient high-quality digital education resources, insufficient teacher capacity in use of information technology, and insufficient online teacher-student interaction and emotional communication. These problems will need to be solved for future work.”
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Preparing for and enacting the transition back to school

Policies and guidelines regarding remote learning at provincial level include reference to continuity in learning from online to the classroom, and guidance on how schools and teachers are to manage the transition. This suggests forward-planning from education authorities and early consideration of how learning content in online lessons will be transferable to classroom settings during transition periods.

Transition from online learning to classrooms has followed national health and safety guidelines, with the specifics of implementation determined at or below provincial level.

Consideration of transitions from online learning to classroom learning has been encouraged from the start in some provinces. The transition from remote to classroom schooling is largely mandated by the Chinese Ministry of Education, though more specific guidelines have been produced at local level to respond to specific contextual needs. The table below provides a high-level overview of the national guidelines and policies that apply across China, in addition to examples identified in provinces, municipalities and special administrative regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Health and safety</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Phased return</th>
<th>Mental health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National level</td>
<td>Thermal camera temperature checks or equivalent. Not allowed to go to school if symptoms appear on the day before.</td>
<td>Senior high school students set to take examinations return first. Other students to continue remote learning.</td>
<td>Expert teams to support mental health due to Covid-19-related stress.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local level, in selected provinces, municipalities and/or special administrative regions</td>
<td>Disinfect schools daily.</td>
<td>Learning needs to be assessed by teachers on return. Assumption that younger children will not have progressed since they were last in school.</td>
<td>Senior high school students set to take examinations return first. Other students to continue remote learning.</td>
<td>Counsellors working with students upon return. Guidance for teachers on how the pandemic may have impacted student mental health.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guangdong province has released guidelines that encourage a smooth transition from online learning to the classroom, with three key features. First, there is an emphasis on psychosocial support for students returning to classes, and the need for a school counsellor to work with students upon their return. Second, there is a stipulation that online learning should continue to be offered to students who are unable to return to school due to “special circumstances”, including one-to-one
counselling, where required. Third, the provincial government released guidelines on how teachers can assess student learning when they transition back to in-person schooling.

“Schools should thoroughly understand the students 'home learning situation, make a diagnosis and evaluation of the quality of online learning, accurately analyse the academic situation, distinguish between different school periods, different grades, different classes, and different disciplines, adjust the teaching plan in a targeted manner, and effectively link between online education and back-to-school learning…All localities can flexibly arrange online education content according to the age characteristics of students, strengthen various forms of contact and communication between teachers and students, and strictly implement “zero-point” teaching after students return to school to ensure fair education.”

The focus on psychological support to students has also been a prominent feature in other provinces. The Education Bureau of Yuexiu District organised online mental health education and training for primary and secondary school students ahead of schools reopening, to help them prepare.

China is still in the early stages of its transition from remote learning back to classrooms. China will continue to be a source of interest and learning based on how these transitions are carried out in practice. Questions remain about how the country will approach lost curriculum content, whether students will still be expected to sit examinations, and how much additional time schools will be expected to continue operating into holiday periods, if at all. It is too early for such learning to take place.

---


## Annex One
### Recommended online teaching techniques in China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Types of organisation</th>
<th>Technical means</th>
<th>Learning resources</th>
<th>Learning content</th>
<th>Requirements for teachers and students</th>
<th>Expected outcome</th>
<th>Potential risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Live streaming teaching</td>
<td>Live streaming platforms</td>
<td>Existing teaching courseware/lecture notes</td>
<td>Face to face teaching content</td>
<td>Teachers should be capable to use live streaming tools for online teaching. Students should be focussed for a long time in front of the screen</td>
<td>Focused teaching in classroom</td>
<td>Require good network bandwidth. Poor real-time online discussion and communication, poor student experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous instruction</td>
<td>Online real-time interactive teaching</td>
<td>Classroom interaction software</td>
<td>Learning questions and guidance materials should be provided before class</td>
<td>Key and difficult points in teaching</td>
<td>Teachers should be capable of guiding and organising online interaction. Students should actively communicate with teachers online</td>
<td>Face-to-face discussion and communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online self-regulated learning with real-time interactive Q&amp;A</td>
<td>Online learning platform and real-time interactive tools</td>
<td>MOOCs of others or oneself, or self-made courses</td>
<td>Rich learning resources and complete learning activities</td>
<td>Teachers should be capable of producing course resources, such as making videos and designing online learning activities. Students should have strong self-regulated learning abilities</td>
<td>Improvement of students' self-regulated learning abilities</td>
<td>Students lack the sense of collective belonging, and students with lower self-regulated learning ability are easy to fall behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous instruction</td>
<td>Online cooperative learning guided by teachers</td>
<td>Online learning space, online collaborative learning platforms and learning analysis tools</td>
<td>Featured websites, databases and learning tools</td>
<td>Individual activities and group activities; individual tasks and group tasks</td>
<td>Teachers should be capable of diagnosing problems based on data analysis results and giving guidance in time. Students should collaborate with others and conduct self-regulated learning</td>
<td>Improvement of students' cooperative learning abilities</td>
<td>There is a huge difference in learning outcomes between different groups, and a few students do not actively participate in it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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